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Monkey Sued for 
Plagiarizing Shakespeare

HEADLINES

Laptop Begs User Not to 
Pull the Plug

Download the Flipside iPhone app! 

SOTO--Two budding computer science majors from Soto 
released their latest project to the world yesterday, and tech pundits 
around the globe are going wild. 

The site, called Jitterbunk, is a revolutionary startup that hopes 
to combine social media to advance the global economy and 
change the way we go about our daily lives. The founders are one 
white guy and one Asian guy, and they both seem to know a lot 
about computers.

Students have gone wild so far about the site. “It’s great how I 
can just jitterbunk my friends whenever I want. It’s amazing what 
these kids have been able to do in such a short period of  time.”

There has already been speculation about an IPO in the near 
future for Jitterbunk, and Techcruch has valued the company at 
near 2 million dollars. 

“We are looking to expand our user base,” said the founder. “We 
started small, but we have big goals now.” (Keeshin)

Stanford Students Found Revolutionary 
Startup That Does Nothing

It’s a story truly worthy of  
attention on this Valentine’s Day 
February 14th, and it can teach us 
just a little bit about the power of  
love. 

Christopher Duke and Amy 
Morgan are not your typical 
married couple.  He’s the 70-year-
old owner of  multibillion dollar steel 
conglomerate Alcoa, and she was a 
busty blonde personal trainer at the 
gym where he rode the stationary 
bike twice a week.  Yet one day she 
worked up the courage to seduce 
him after his workout, and now they 
are happily in love.

“It’s pretty amazing,” said a 
family friend who wished to remain 
anonymous.  “Not only did they 
have to work through a 47-year 
age difference, but on top of  that 
a massive income disparity as well. 
The fact that they were able to do 

both really speaks volumes about 
what the human heart is capable 
of.”

The loving pair does everything 
together: from buying Amy a 
new pink convertible with vanity 
plate, to making sure Christopher 
remembers to take his prostate 
medication.  Even Duke’s own 
teenage grandsons have expressed 
awe at the deep and passionate 
tenderness between the two, saying 

of  their new grandmother, “Hot 
damn.”

Duke’s lawyer was also quick to 
note the duo’s palpable chemistry.  
“I really saw the sparkle in her eye 
when he was signing the will that 
would leave her half  of  his immense 
fortune.  It just shows that even in 
kind of  a morbid situation like that, 

she was just incredibly loving and 
excited to be with him.”

So let them be a lesson for the 
naysayers who claim that true love 
is only for birds of  a feather.  After 
all, Christopher and his old wife 
were both old and unattractive, and 
now they’re divorced.  (Driscoll)

RICH MAN, HOT YOUNG WOMAN OVERCOME OBSTACLES TO FIND TRUE LOVE

Opinion: Selling Chocolate Vaginas is Wrong—

This week, I 
received several 
e-mails promoting 
“V-Week” events—

panel discussions, 
Oprah praising sessions, etc. But 
while vaginas are certainly to be 
celebrated (believe me—I love vaginas 
just as much as the next guy), I take 
issue with the V-Week Chocolate 
Vagina sale. In their rush to promote 
their vaginas, Stanford women have 
forgotten that chocolates are not just 
random collections of  sugar, melted 
together for our idle amusement, 
consumed only to satisfy our human 
desires. No—chocolates are special. 
Each one has a unique taste, a special 
quality that should be appreciated 
and respected. 

By selling their chocolate vaginas, 
V-Week proponents are saying that 
chocolates are just objects to be sold, 
commodities to place on the market, 

gain. Even worse, the V-Week women 
fail to recognize chocolate diversity. 
Gone are the distinctions between 

white and black, sweet and semi-sweet, 
dark and light. Gone are the caramel 
chocolates and the hot chocolates, 
the Belgian chocolates and the Swiss 
chocolates, the whipped chocolates 
and the mint chocolates. By selling 
their uniform vaginas, the women 
of  Stanford deny the diversity and 
specialness of  chocolates everywhere. 

As a chocolate advocate, I can’t 
sit idly by, chewing on vaginas and 
watching as the chocolates I love 
so much suffer at the hands of  
feminists.  No! I must take a stand! 
I must make a statement so that this 

again!  To all chocolate lovers—join 
me in boycotting chocolate vaginas. 
Help me send a message that will not 
soon be forgotten: Chocolates deserve 
our respect and admiration. They 

human urges, but are instead sensitive 
and delicate bundles of  joy that 
we should strive to protect from fat 
kids, nutritionists, and heat sources. 
(Adler)

“Hot damn.”



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

JUMBLE

BLPI HO ERWU XHWIV QL SI HX QUZX ZX ZRQLELSHBI ZWWHCIXQ, Z QHDUQ 

DHVCBI, Z UHDUIV QZG SVZWYIQ, LV Z ULBCHXD NZQQIVX LPIV NUHBZCIB-

NUHZ. -FRCHQU PHLVOQ

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT H = I

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

WHAT THEY CALLED 
THE TOTALLY 

AWESOME ORGAN

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS: BLITZ, DOWNS, FUMBLE, PUNTER the hero 
of the kitchen cupboard SUPER BOWL

last week’s answers: TIE DYE, HIERARCHY, MAN OF THE YEAR, 
STARTUP

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: WATCHING FOOTBALL IS LIKE WATCHING PORNOGRAPHY. THERE’S PLENTY OF ACTION, AND I CAN’T TAKE MY 
EYES OFF IT, BUT WHEN IT’S OVER, I WONDER WHY THE HELL I SPENT AN AFTERNOON DOING IT. -LUKE SALISBURY

 NYOHE

 TEDDA

 TIRUSO

 ORLFEW

THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE IS NOW ONLINE!
Last week’s winner:

$4.99

QUOTE: “I’m so glad we found each other”—Peanut Butter to jelly on Valentine’s Day and every other day of the year.

to your loved one. There is no better way to show that you care 
-

New content every day online @ 
 

FLIPSIDE TSHIRT
Each week we will feature the design of a limited edition t-shirt for $5.  This 
weeks design is available on a white shirt in all sizes. Find someone on the Flip-


